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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this paper is to discuss some intriguing connections between group 
theory and formal language theory, The main topics considered here are syntactic monoids 
and word problems in groups. We will talk about the extent to which languages can be 
characterized by their syntactic mono ids and relate the theory of syntactic monoids to that 
of insertions and deletions in languages. We finish off by drawing some of these themes 
together. 
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SYNTACTIC MONOIDS AND WORD PROBLEMS 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to discuss some intriguing connections between group theory and formal language 
theory. The main topics considered here are syntactic monoids and word problems in groups; we will explain these 
terms in Sections 2 and 3 respectively. We will talk about the extent to which languages can be characterized 
by their syntactic monoids (see Section 4 in particular) and relate the theory of syntactic monoids to that of 
insertions and deletions in languages (see Section 5). We finish off by drawing some of these themes together in 
Section 6. 

This paper is intended to be reasonably self-contained; we will introduce the concepts from formal language 
theory we need and only assume some standard results from group theory. For further information about formal 
language theory, the reader is referred to [1-4], and, for group theory, to [5-8]. For some other papers surveying 
connections between group theory and formal language theory from a variety of perspectives, see [9-13]. Another 
interesting connection (which we will not explore here) between formal language theory on the one hand and 
groups and semigroups on the other is that of automatic groups and semigroupsj see [14-21] for example. 

2 PRELIMINARIES 

Let E be a finite set or alphabet. The set of all finite words (or strings) over E (including the empty word A) 
is denoted by E*; to put this another way, E* is the free monoid on the set E. The set of all non-empty strings 
over E (i.e. the free semigroup on E) is denoted by E+. The subsets of E* are known as languages over E. We 
shall denote the complement in E* of the language L by LC. 

If v and ware words over an alphabet E then we shall use the expression v == w to mean that v and w are 
identical as strings of symbols. We shall write Iwl for the length of the word w. 

A (non-deterministic) finite automaton M is a quintuple (Q,E,d,S,F), where Q is a finite set of states, E 
is a finite set of input symbols, the transition relation d is a subset of Q x (E U {A}) x Q, the start state s 
is a special element of Q, and the set F of accept states is a subset of Q. We will abbreviate the expression 
"non-deterministic finite automaton" to NFA. 

The transition relation d may be extended inductively from a subset of Q x (E U {A}) x Q to a subset d* of 
Q x E* x Q in the following obvious way: 

let (q, A, q) be in d* for each q E Q; 


if (ql,X,q2) Ed then let (qllX,q2) be in d*; 


if (ql,w,q2) E d* and (q2,x,q3) Ed then let (ql,WX,q3) be in d*. 


An element of d of the form (q, A, q') is known as an empty transition. 

We say that M accepts a word w E E* if (s, w, f) E d* for some f E F. The set of words from E* which are 
accepted by M is denoted by L(M), and this is known as the language accepted by M. A language is said to be 
regular if it is accepted by an NFA. We denote the class of regular languages by 'Reg. 

A finite automaton is said to be deterministic if there are no empty transitions and if d is a partial function 
from Q x E to Q (i.e., for each pair (q, x) E Q x E, there is at most one state q' in Q such that (q, x, q') Ed). 
We write DFA for "deterministic finite automaton". We say that a DFA is complete if d is a (total) function 
from Q x E to Qj it is well known that we may assume, without loss of generality, that our DFA is complete. 
It is also a standard result that any language which can be accepted by an NFA can be accepted by a DFA. In 
addition, given a regular language L, there is (up to isomorphism) a unique complete DFA M accepting L such 
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that M has the minimum number of states amongst all complete DFA's accepting L; M is known as the minimal 
automaton of L. 

We can think of a finite automaton M as a device with a collection of states and an input tape which contains 
the word Q. If we have a transition (q, a, r) in 8, then M may move from state q to state r whilst reading the 
symbol a on the input tape; if a A, then we do not read an input symbol. We start with M in the start state 
with the read head positioned over the leftmost cell of the input tape, and the word a is accepted if we can be 
in an accept state once all the input has been read. 

We now extend the concept of a finite automaton by adding a "stack": the resulting machine is known as a 
"pushdown automaton". 

A pushdown automaton (PDA) M is a septuple (Q, r,8,s,~,F), where Q is a finite set of states, E is a 
finite set of input symbols, r is a finite set of stack symbols, the transition relation 8 is a subset of 

Q x (E U {A}) x (r U {A}) x Q x (r U {A}), 

the start state s is a special element of Q, the start symbol ~ is a special element of r, and F ~ Q is the set of 
accept states. 

As with a finite automaton, we have an input tape, but we now also have a stack, which is a tape with a 
leftmost cell but which is of unbounded length to the right. Initially the stack contains the special symbol ~ 
on the leftmost cell, with the head positioned over that cell, and with the rest of the stack blank. The idea 
here is that the head is positioned over the rightmost non-blank cell of the stack at any stage. We may delete 
the contents of this cell and move the head left (provided that we are not scanning the leftmost cell of the 
stack); alternatively, we may move the head one cell to the right and write a new symbol in that cell; or we can 
combine these two operations together (so that we delete the contents of the current cell and replace it with a 
new symbol). If we have a quintuple (q, a, g, r, h) in 8, then, if we are in state q reading a symbol a on the input 
tape with a symbol 9 on the rightmost cell of the stack, we read a, we delete 9 from the stack, we write h 011 the 
stack, and we move to state r. We do not read a symbol if a = A, we do not delete a symbol from the stack if 
9 A, and we do not write a symbol to the stack if h = A. 

As with a finite automaton, a word a is accepted by a PDA M if we can be in an accept state once all the 
input has been read (we do not specify what the contents of the stack should be at the end of the computation). 
The set of words accepted by M is denoted by L(M), and a language is said to be context-free if it is accepted 
by some PDA. We shall denote the class of context-free languages by CF. 

If M is a PDA such that, for any configuration of M, there is at most one possible transition that can be 
executed (in particular, 8 must be a partial function from Q x (E U { A} ) x (r U { A} ) to Q x (r U { A} ), although we 
need more than this), then M is said to be a deterministic pushdown automaton (DPDA), and L(M) is then said 
to be a deterministic context-free language. The class of deterministic context-free languages will be denoted 
by VCF. It is well known that there are context-free languages that are not deterministic context-free and there 
are deterministic context-free languages that are not regular, so that we have Reg c VCF c CF. 

We now come to the notion of a "Turing machine"; we will consider the deterministic model, although (as 
with finite automata) one does not increase the range of languages accepted if one allows non-determinism. 
As with the other types of automaton defined above, there are several variations in the definition of a Turing 
machine, and the following is one of the many that can be found in the literature. 

A deterministic Turing machine (DTM) M is a sextuple (Q,E,r,8,s,h) where Q is a finite set of states, E 
is a finite set of input symbols, r is a finite set of work tape symbols (including ~ and Ll, where Ll is the "blank 
symbol"), the transition function 8 is a partial function 

Q x (EU {~,<J}) x r --t Q x {L,R,N} x r x {L,R,N}, 

and the start state s and halt state h are two special elements of Q. 
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Our Thring machines have a read-only input tape which, for an input of length n, consists of n + 2 tape cells, 
the first of which contains the "left-end-of-tape" marker r>, the last of which contains the "right-end-of-tape" 
marker <l and such that the cells in-between hold the input word. They also have a work tape on which we 
perform the computation. The work tape initially contains r> in its leftmost cell, is blank everywhere else and is 
unbounded in length to the right. We may move freely over the work tape and read from, and write to, the cells 
as we wish. Initially, the work head is positioned over the leftmost cell of the work tape (the cell initially holding 
the symbol r» and the input head is positioned over the cell adjacent to the leftmost cell of the input tape (the 
cell holding the first symbol of the input string, if the input string is non-empty, or over the cell holding the 
symbol <l otherwise). 

If 6(q,x,g) = (r,d},g',d2 ), we imagine that, when M is in state q reading a symbol x on the input tape and 
g on the work tape, then M erases g and writes g' in its place, changes state to r, moves the input head in the 
direction indicated by d1 (left if d1 L, right if d1 = R, and not at all if d1 = N), and moves the head on 
the work tape in the direction indicated by d2 • If ever M attempts to move left on either tape when" reading 
the leftmost cell then M crashes, as it does if ever it attempts to move the input head right when reading the 
rightmost cell of the input tape; there is no transition defined from the halt state. If M is set up in the start 
state s with input word it, then it is said to be accepted if M reaches the halt state h and rejected otherwise (i. e. 
if the machine either crashes or else runs indefinitely without entering the halt state). The language L(M) of M 
is the set of all words accepted by M; we say that a language L is recursively enumerable if L = L(M) for some 
DTM M. We let R£. denote the class of recursively enumerable languages. 

However, with this notion, we may never know if the input word lies outside L as M may run indefinitely on 
some inputs. We can modify our definition of a Thring machine so as to have two halt states hy and hn, and 
then insist that such a machine halts if it enters either of these states. We also insist that, for any input it, the 
machine necessarily reaches one of these two states. We define the yes-language Y (M) of such a Thring machine 
M to be the set of all input words such that M reaches hy (and the no-language N(M) = E'" - Y(M) of M to 
be the set of all input words such that M reaches hn) and we call such a machine a decision-making DTM. We 
say that a language L is recursive if L = Y(M) for some decision-making DTM M. It is a standard result that 
a recursive language is necessarily recursively enumerable, but not conversely. We let Rec denote the class of 
recursive languages. 

One possible restriction on our model is where we limit the work tape to having the same number of cells as 
the input tape. Here, if we have an input of length n, so that the input tape has n + 2 cells, then the work tape 
also consists of n + 2 cells, the first of which contains r> and the last of which contains <l and such that the cells 
between them are initially blank. Such a machine is called a linear bounded automaton (LBA), and a language 
accepted by an LBA is said to be context-sensitive. We denote the class of context-sensitive languages by CS, 
and we have that 

Reg c 'DC:F c C:F c CS c Rec CR£'. 

The chain Reg C C:F c CS c R£. is known as the Chomsky Hierarchy. 

Let :F be a family of languages; then :F is said to be closed under inverse homomorphism if 

L ~ n"', L E:F, 4>: E'" .....-t n'" a monoid homomorphism :::::} L4>-l E :F. 

We say that :F is closed under intersection with regular languages if 

L ~ E"', L' ~ E"', L E:F, L' E Reg :::::} L n L' E :F. 

There is a useful table showing which of the classes of languages we have mentioned here are closed under 
various operations at [3, pages 280-281]. 

The syntactic congruence'"L of a language L ~ E'" is the coarsest congruence on E'" such that L is a union 
of congruence classes; we shall denote the congruence class of a word w under the syntactic congruence by [w]. 
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The syntactic monoid ML of L is the quotient of E* by f'.I L, and the syntactic morphism 11L is the natural 
homomorphism from E* onto ML, i.e. 11L maps W to [wJ. We will summarize some properties of the syntactic 
congruence; proofs may be found, for example, in [4]. 

The following is a well known alternative characterization of the syntactic congruence (which is sometimes 
taken as the definition): 

Proposition 2.1 Let L be a language over E; the syntactic congruence f'.IL is given by 

(WI f'.IL W2) ~ \/U, v E E*(UW1V E L ¢:} UW2V E L). 

Since any congruence on E* which has L as a union of congruence classes must also have LC as a union of 
congruence classes, the following observation is clear: 

Proposition 2.2 The syntactic monoid of a language L ~ E* is equal to the syntactic monoid of its comple
ment LC. 

The syntactic monoid M L is, in a sense, the smallest monoid M onto which there is a homomorphism such 
that the images of Land L C are disjoint. 

We say that a monoid M recognizes a language L ~ E* if there is a homomorphism <j) : E* -+ M such that 
L = A<j)-1 for some subset A of M. It is clear that a language is recognized by its syntactic monoid, since 
L (L11L)11[;1, 

In fact we can say something more here. We first need another definition. If M1 and M2 are mono ids then 
M1 is said to divide M2 if MI is a homomorphic image of some submonoid of M2. We then have the following 
result: 

Proposition 2.3 Let L ~ E* be a language and M be a monoid; then M recognizes L if and only if ML 
divides M. 

The minimal complete DFA accepting a regular language L is closely related to MLi see [4] for details. One 
important point in all this is the following result: 

Theorem 2.4 A language is regular if and only if it has finite syntactic monoid. 

Another way of stating this result is to say that a language L is regular if and only if the syntactic congruence 
11L has finitely many congruence classes. In fact, we have the following generalization of this: 

Proposition 2.5 If L ~ E* then L is regular if and only if there is a congruence f'.I on E* such that f'.I has 
finitely many congruence classes on E* and L is a union of congruence classes. 

A lot of very interesting work has been done on classifying various subclasses of the regular languages by means 
of their syntactic monoids (including Schiitzenberger's beautiful result in [22J that the "star-free" languages are 
precisely those that have finite syntactic monoids with no non-trivial subgroups), but we shall not look at this 
here. The reader is referred to [4, 23, 24J, for example. 

If M is a monoid then a subset A of M is said to be disjunctive (or syntactic) if there is no nontrivial 
congruence on M such that A is a union of congruence classes; in particular, the image of a language in its 
syntactic monoid is disjunctive. We then have: 
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Proposition 2.6 If L is a language over E, M is a monoid, A is a disjunctive subset of M, and <jJ : E* -+ M 
is a surjective homomorphism such that L A<jJ-I, then M is isomorphic to the syntactic monoid of L. 

WORD PROBLEMS 

A set X, where each x E X represents an element of a group G, is said to be a monoid generating set for G if 
every element of G is represented by a word from X*. Let X-I be a new set of symbols {X-I: x E X}, where 

represents the inverse of the element represented by x (we tend to identify the symbol x with the element of 
G it represents); then X is said to be a group generating set for G if X u X-I is a monoid generating set for G. 
Given a word W over X U X-I, we define w- l in the obvious way. 

Given a monoid generating set X for a group G, the word problem Wx(G) of G with respect to X is the set 
of all words from X* which are equal to the identity in G. The word problem W{(G) of G with respect to a 
group generating set X is then WXUX - 1 (G). 

It is more traditional to think of the word problem of a group G as being the question as to whether or 
not two words WI and W2 over X U X-I represent the same element of G, or (equivalently) whether or not the 
word W = WI Wi I represents the identity. If we define the word problem W of G to be the set of words that 
do represent the identity, the question reduces to that of determining whether or not the word W lies in W. 
This approach (considering the word problem to be a set of words) is more natural if we want to connect word 
problems in groups with classes of formal languages. 

We can also talk about Wx(M) where M is a monoid which is not a group. It should be noted that, in this 
case, knowing how to decide whether or not a word is in Wx (M) does not necessarily give a solution to the 
full word problem for M. An extreme case of this is when we have a semigroup S generated (as a semigroup) 
by a set Y (i. e. every element of S is represented by a word in Y+), and we add an identity element to S to 
form a monoid M. The only word of Y* that represents the identity of M is A, and this clearly tells us nothing 
whatsoever about the difficulty of the general word problem in M. 

Another related way of thinking of the word problem is the following. Let G be a group and X be a finite 
alphabet, and then let <jJ : X* -+ G be a surjective homomorphism; then the image of X in G is a finite monoid 
generating set for G (as above, we shall generally just call this generating set X, identifying the set of formal 
symbols with their images), and the word problem of G with respect to X is just the kernel of <jJ. 

Let :F be a class of languages which is closed under inverse homomorphism, and let M be a finitely generated 
monoid. A subset A of M is said to be an :F-subset if, for any alphabet X and surjective homomorphism 
<jJ : X* -+ M, we have that A<jJ-l E:F. The independence of this concept with respect to choice of generating 
set and surjective homomorphism is provided by the following result from [25, 26] (see also [10]): 

Lemma 3.1 Let M be a finitely generated monoid, E and 0 finite alphabets, <jJ : E* -+ M a homomorphism, 
and 1j; : 0* -+ M a surjective homomorphism; then there is a homomorphism X : E* -+ 0* such that x1j; <jJ. 

Let A be an :F-subset of a monoid M, so that there is a monoid generating set X and a surjective homo
morphism 1j; : X· -+ M, with A1j;-1 E :F. If Y is another alphabet and <jJ : Y· -+ M is another surjective 
homomorphism then, by Lemma 3.1, there is a homomorphism X : Y· -+ X· such that x1j; = <jJ. We then have 
A<jJ-l = A1j;- I X- I , so that A<jJ-l is an inverse image of A1j;-t, and thus A<jJ-l E :F by the closure of :F under 
inverse homomorphism. 

If :F is closed under inverse homomorphism and the word problem of G with respect to a finite monoid 
generating set X is in:F then {I} is an :F-subset of G; thus Wy(G) E :F for any finite monoid generating set Y. 
In other words, we have: 
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Proposition 3.2 Let X and Y be finite monoid generating sets for a group G and let F be a class of languages 

which is closed under inverse homomorphism; if Wx(G) E F then Wy(G) E F. 


In the light of this result, if F is a class of languages which is closed under inverse homomorphism, and the 

word problem of a group G with respect to some particular finite monoid generating set X lies in F, then we 

may simply say that the word problem of G is in F (and write W(G) E F) without reference to any particular 

generating set, and we say that G is an F-group. 


4 CHARACTERIZATIONS OF LANGUAGES 

As has been noted in [27], it is not possible to give a characterization of the context-free languages solely 

in terms of their syntactic monoids (in a similar way as was done for the regular languages in Theorem 2.4) 

since languages which are very different in terms of their position in the Chomsky Hierarchy can have the 

same syntactic monoid. For example, the context-free languages are not closed under complementation, and, by 

Proposition 2.2, a language always has the same syntactic monoid as its complement; therefore there are monoids 

which are the syntactic monoids of languages which are context-free and of languages further up the hierarchy. 

One can say rather more than this; the following is typical of the sort of result one can prove here: 


Theorem 4.1 Let G be a finitely generated group which contains an element of infinite order. Let F be a family 

of languages which is closed under inverse homomorphism and intersection with regular languages such that there 

exists a language K ~ {a}* with K fj. F; then G = ML for some L fj. F. 


Proof. Let a be an element of G of infinite order. Let X be a group generating set for G containing a, let 

E = X U X-I, and then let ¢>: E* -t G be the natural homomorphism. 


iLet K be a subset of {a}* such that K fj. F, and let I {i: a E K}. If,\ fj. K and K U {'\} E F, then 

(K u {,\} ) n { a } + = KEF, a contradiction; so, replacing K by K U {,\} if necessary, we may assume that ,\ E K, 

and thus that 0 E I. Let S = {ai : i E I} ~ Gj note that, since 0 E I, we must have 1 E S. Let L S¢>-I. If 

L E F, then K = L n {a}* E F, a contradiction; so L fj. F. 


In order to prove that G = ML we show that there is no non-trivial congruence on G such that S is a union 
iof congruence classes. Let f"V be a non-trivial congruence on G. Suppose that a and ai are in S, with i > j, and 


that ai aij then ai - i 
f"V 1 E S, and so ai - i E S with j - i < 0, a contradiction. 0
f"V 

In the light of the problems with using syntactic monoids to classify languages above the regular languages 

in the Chomsky Hierarchy, Sakarovitch suggests in [28] the framework of syntactic pointed monoidsj the idea 

here is that languages should be classified by the structure of their syntactic monoid and by the image of the 

language in that monoid. Sakarovitch showed that, if two languages have the same syntactic monoid M and 

the same image in M, then each is the image of the other:. via an inverse homomorphism. It would therefore be 

useful to have methods of finding out whether or not a particular subset of a monoid is disjunctive. We will be 

particularly interested here in the case where our monoid is a group. 


For every congruence on a group G, there is a normal subgroup N of G such that x y if and only if f"V f"V 

N x = N Yj conversely, if we have a normal subgroup N of G, then defining in this way yields a congruence. f"V 

A subset A of a group G is disjunctive if and only if there is no non-injective homomorphism ¢> from G onto 

a group K such that A is the full inverse image of a subset B of K. As a consequence, we have the following 

result: 


Proposition 4.2 Let G be a group, and A be a subset of G; then A is a disjunctive subset of G if and only if 

A is not the union of cosets of a non-trivial normal subgroup of G. 
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Proof. Assume A is not a disjunctive subset of G, so that there is a non-trivial congruence rv on G with A a 
union of rv-classes. If N is the associated normal subgroup of G, then N consists of all those elements n such 
that n rv 1; since rv is a non-trivial congruence, we have that N =f:. {I}. Recall that x rv y if and only if x and y 
lie in the same coset of N; since A is a union of rv-classes, A is a union of cosets of N. 

Conversely, assume that A is a union of cosets of a non-trivial normal subgroup N of G. Define the non-trivial 
congruence rv on G by x rv y if and only if N x = Ny. Since A is the union of cosets of N, A is a union of 
rv-classes, and so is not disjunctive. 0 

In the case where our subset A is a subgroup, we get the following immediate consequence: 

Corollary 4.3 Let G be a group, and H be a subgroup of G; then H is a disjunctive subset of G if and only if 
it contains no non-trivial normal subgroup of G. 

An immediate consequence of Corollary 4.3 is the following well-known observation: 

Proposition 4.4 A group is the syntactic monoid of its word problem. 

Proof. Let G be a group and </> be a homomorphism from }:* onto G. Let L = {I}</>-1, so that L is the word 
problem of G. Now {I} is a subgroup of G which obviously contains no non-trivial normal subgroup of G; by 
Corollary 4.3, {I} is a disjunctive subset of G, and so G is the syntactic monoid of L by Proposition 2.6. 0 

This gives us another proof of the following result from [29]: 

Corollary 4.5 The groups with regular word problems are exactly the finite groups. 

Proof. A finite group G is the syntactic monoid of its word problem which must therefore be regular by 
Theorem 2.4. Conversely, if G has regular word problem then it is the syntactic monoid of a regular language 
and hence is finite, again by Theorem 2.4. 0 

We can say rather more here. Suppose that G is a group and that A is any finite subset of G such that 
A E 'Reg(G), say </> : X* -t G is a surjective homomorphism such that L = A</>-1 is regular. If A is disjunctive 
then G is the syntactic monoid of L by Proposition 2.6 and so G is finite by Theorem 2.4. If A is not disjunctive, 
then A is the union of cosets of a non-trivial normal subgroup N of G by Proposition 4.2. Choose N to be a 
maximal such normal subgroup; since A is finite, N is also finite. We have a homomorphism 8 : G -t GIN; if B 
is the finite set A8, then B is disjunctive in GIN. We have a surjective homomorphism X = </>8.: X* -t GIN and 
L = BX-1 ; so GIN is the syntactic monoid of the regular language L and therefore GIN is finite by Theorem 2.4, 
giving that G is finite. 

If G is a finite group, A is any subset of G and </> : X* -t G is a surjective homomorphism, then we have a 
congruence rv on X* defined by a: rv f3 if and only if a:</> = f3</>. Since rv has finitely many congruence classes and 
A</>-l is a union of classes, A</>-l is regular by Proposition 2.5, and so A E 'Reg(G). So we have proved: 

Theorem 4.6 Let G be a finitely generated group, and let A be a finite non-empty subset of G such that 
A E 'Reg(G); then every finite subset of G is regular. 
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Some important contributions by Herbst to the theory of F-subsets may be found in [30] and [31]. In 
particular, he proved the following result: 

Theorem 4.7 Let G be a finitely generated group and let A be a finite non-empty subset of G such that 
A E CF(G); then every finite subset of G is deterministic context-free. 

So we have the analog of Theorem 4.6 for context-free (and for deterministic context-free) languages. In 
the case where G is residually finite, this result had previously been established by Sakarovitch in [28]. It is 
particularly interesting that, if the word problem of a group is context-free, then it is deterministic context-free; 
see [32-34] for more details. Moreover, Herbst also proved the following two results: 

Theorem 4.8 Let G be a finitely generated group, and let A be a finite non-empty disjunctive subset of G such 
that A E CS(G); then every finite subset of G is context-sensitive. 

Theorem 4.9 Let G be a finitely generated group, and let A be a finite non-empty disjunctive subset of G such 
that A E n£(G); then every finite subset of G is recursively enumerable. 

It is not clear whether the hypothesis that A is disjunctive can be dropped in Theorems 4.8 and 4.9. 

INSERTIONS AND DELETIONS 

Given a language L ~ X·, the word problem of the syntactic monoid ML of L (with respect to the the 
generating set X) is the set of words in X· which are equal to the identity in M L , i.e. the congruence class [A] 
of the empty word under the syntactic congruence 1]L. 

Let F be a family of languages that is closed under inverse homomorphism. We are interested in exploring 
which groups can be syntactic mono ids of languages in F. The following observation essentially allows us to 
assume that our alphabet contains inverses: 

Lemma 5.1 Let F be a class of languages which is closed under inverse homomorphism, and let L ~ X· be 
a language in F. If the syntactic monoid ML of L is a group G, then G is also the syntactic monoid of a 
language K over the generating set ~ = X U X-I with KEF. 

Proof. Let S be the image of L in G under the syntactic morphism 1]L (recall that L = S1]L -1). Let 4> be the 
monoid homomorphism from ~. to G which maps each x E X to X1]L, and each X-I E X-I to (X1]L)-I. Since 
1]L is surjective, 4> must also be surjective. 

Let K be the inverse image of Sunder 4>. Since S is a disjunctive subset of G, we know that G is the syntactic 
monoid of K. By Lemma 3.1, we must have that KEF. 0 

Let L be a language over an alphabet ~. Then INS(L) is defined to be the set of words which, when inserted 
at any point into a word from L, always result in another word from L, i.e. 

INS(L) = {w E ~. : uv E L => uwv E L}. 

Let sUB(L) be the set of all subwords of words of L, so that 

sUB(L) = {w E ~. : uwv E L for some u,v E ~.}. 
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Then DEL(L) is defined to be the set of words in sUB(L) which, when they are deleted from any word in L, the 
resulting word always lies in L, i.e. 

DEL(L) = {w E SUB(L) : uwv E L =} uv E L}. 

The subsets INS( L) and DEL( L) are defined and studied in [35]. 

It is interesting to note the following characterization of the word problem of the syntactic monoid of a 
language: 

Lemma 5.2 Let L be a language over an alphabet X. Then the word problem W of the syntactic monoid of L 
is INS(L) n DEL(L). 

Proof. We observe that W = [AJ, and so, by Proposition 2.1, 

U E W 	 ¢:=:} (WIW2 E L ¢:} WIUW2 E L) 

¢:=:} (WIW2 E L =} WIUW2 E L) and (WIUW2 E L =} WIW2 E L) 

¢:=:} U E INS(L) and U E DEL(L), 

which is exactly what we wanted. 0 

For two languages Ll and L2 over the alphabet E, the dipolar deletion Ll ;:::: L2 is defined by the equation: 

{x E E*: there exists U E Ll and v E L2 

such that U == ox(3 and v == o(3}. 

The following result from [35] gives the relationships between INS(L), DEL(L) and Ll ;:::: L2: 

Proposition 5.3 Let L be a language over E. Then 

i.INS(L)=(LC;::::Lt; 

ii. DEL(L) (L;:::: Lct n sUB(L). 

Suppose that E = X U X-I and define -I : E* --+ E* in the obvious way. If A and B are subsets of E*, then 

{x E E* : 30,(3 E E*(u ox(3 E A and v == 0(3 E B)}-I 

{x- l E E* : 30,(3 E E*(u ox(3 E A and v == 0(3 E B)} 

= {X-I E E* : 30-1,(3-1 E E*(u- l == (3-1x -Io -1 E A-I 

and v-I == (3-1 0 -1 E B-1)} 

= {y E E* : 3,,8 E E*(,y8 E A-I and ,8 E B-1)} 

= A-I;:::: B-1 
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and 
(Ac)-1 = {x E :E* : x rj. A}-1 

{x- 1 E:E*:xrj.A} 

= {x- l E:E* : X-I rj. A-I} 

= {y E :E* : y rj. A-I} 

= (A-l)C, 

and so we have the following result: 

Lemma 5.4 Let A and B be subsets of:E*. Then 

i. (A ~ B)-1 A-I ~ B-1; 

ii. (AC)-1 = (A-It. 

We can now show the following: 

Proposition 5.5 Let L be a language over the alphabet :E = X U X-I such that ML is a group G (where X is 
a group generating set for G). Let 1= INS(L) and D = DEL(L); then D = I-I INS(L-l). 

Proof. We must have aa- l E WE(G) for any a E :E*, so that aa- l E In D for any a E :E* by Lemma 5.2. 

Let a E I; then ua- l v E L implies that uaa- l v E L (since a E I), and thus uv E L (since aa- l E D), and 
we see that a-I E D. 

Let a-I E D; then uv E L implies that uaa- l v E L (since aa- l E I), and thus uav E L (since a-I ED), 
and we have a E I. 

We now have that D = {a- l E :E* : a E I} = I-I, and thus, 

D I-I = [(LC ~ Ltrl [(L- l t ~ (L- l )( = INS(L- l ) 

by Lemma 5.4 and Proposition 5.3. 0 

In particular, given Lemma 5.2, we have: 

Corollary 5.6 If L = L -1 is a language over the alphabet :E X U X-I and the syntactic monoid of L is a 
group G (where X is a group generating set for G), then WE(G) INS(L) = DEL(L). 

WORD PROBLEMS OF SYNTACTIC MONOIDS 

Let :F be a family of languages which is closed under inverse homomorphism. One general question which we 
shall look at is the following: 

Question 6.1 Given a language L E :F such that the syntactic monoid of L is a group, is the word problem of 
the syntactic monoid of L in :F? 

More generally, we have: 
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Question 6.2 Given a language L from F, what can we say about the word problem of ML? 

Of course, the answers to these questions will depend on precisely which family F of languages we are considering. 
As Question 6.1 implies, we will be interested in the case where the syntactic monoid is a group. Lemma 5.1 
tells us that, when trying to answer Question 6.1 in this situation, we may assume (without loss of generality) 
that the alphabet ~ contains inverses. 

In the case where F is the class of regular lang ages , the answer to Question 6.1 is clear. If L is a regular 
language with syntactic monoid M, then {1}1JL1 is recognized by the finite monoid M, and so is regular. 
Theorem 4.7 gives a partial positive answer to Question 6.1 in the case of context-free languages: 

Proposition 6.3 Let L be a context-free language with syntactic monoid a group G. If the image of L in G is 
finite then G has a context-free word problem. 

Proof. Assume that L #- 0; then the image of L in G is a finite non-empty context-free set, and, by Theorem 
4.7, all finite subsets of G are context-free; in particular {1} E CF(G). If L is empty then its syntactic monoid 
is the trivial group, which obviously has context-free word problem. 0 

In general, however, the word problem of a group which is the syntactic monoid of a context-free language 
need not be context-free; a particular example from [36] is the following: 

Example 6.4 Let ~ = {a, b, c, d}, and let 

Then L is a context-free language with syntactic monoid ML isomorphic to the free abelian group Coo x Coo of 
rank 2, but the word problem of ML is not context-free. 

In the case of deterministic context-free languages, the answer to Question 6.1 appears to be unknown. We 
have the following question from [30]: 

Question 6.5 Let L ~ ~* be a deterministic context-free language with syntactic monoid a group G; is the word 
problem of G necessarily context-free? 

Question 6.5 reduces to Question 6.1 for deterministic context-free languages, since, as we noted in Section 4, 
if the word problem of a group is context-free, then it is always deterministic context-free. In general, we say 
that a monoid M is deterministic if every context-free l~nguage whose syntactic monoid is isomorphic to M is 
deterministic context-free, and there is at least one such language. Sakarovitch conjectured in [25, 37] that the 
thin syntactic monoids are exactly the deterministic monoids (a monoid is said to be thin if it is the union of 
subsets of the form uv*w with u, v, w EM). It is noted in [30] that, if the answer to Question 6.5 is positive, 
then this would lead to a proof of Sakarovitch's conjecture in the special case of groups. 
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